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This report presents a snapshot of what contact center practitioners are thinking about 
when it comes to AI-powered technology and its impact on their work.

Among the questions we explore are contact center leaders’ overall business and 
customer experience priorities and which of those priorities are targets for current and 
longer term application of AI. We also asked about contact center leaders’ top concerns 
and expectations as AI is embedded ever more tightly into contact center operations 
and how processes and organizational structures are evolving in response.

We wanted to find out if contact center leaders are using AI in the contact center now 
and, if not, when they expect to begin using it, where they are placing their bets, and 
who is making decisions about investing in and applying this technology.

We asked our ICMI community to identify the pain points they hope to address using 
AI. They told us which departments are involved in assessing AI and making investment 
decisions, where AI investments are being targeted in the near term, where they 
expect AI solutions to be most effective over time. They shared their people, process, 
and technology concerns about and hopes for using AI-powered tools to delight their 
customers.  

This report provides a snapshot in time as AI-powered contact center tools emerge from 
their early, experimental status and take an increasingly central role across all areas of 
contact center operations. 

We started with a very basic question to the ICMI community of contact center pros: 
what are the top priorities among organizations that are currently using AI-powered tools 
in their contact centers or planning to invest in those tools over the next 12-18 months?
When we drilled down, our survey respondents’ top five business priorities for AI in the 
contact center were:

1. Improving the customer experience (75%)
2. Improving agent systems, tools, and resources (53%)
3. Optimizing workforce operations/productivity (52%)
4. Reducing total cost of service (52%)
5. Increasing first contact resolution (45%)

Opinions and perspectives varied among contact centers of various sizes, but the 
biggest variations appear where respondents said they have a dedicated team in 
place to assess AI and make investment decisions. Those organizations’ priorities and 
investment plans differ from their peers in several areas. Size also had an impact, as 
organizations with larger contact center budgets and workforces focus more investment 
and effort on workforce management, in line with our expectations.

While we found those minor differences among organizations of different sizes and with 
different contact center budgets, the top priority across the board was to improve the 
customer experience, with updating technology and reducing costs running closely at 
second and third. 

A significant minority put improving the agent experience at the top of their priority 
lists. It’s important to keep in mind that investments aimed at improving customers’ 
experience with the contact center and modernizing the technology stack should 
positively impact agents’ day-to-day work experience, as well.

Introduction Ai in the contact center: Focusing 
first on customer experience
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Money, Money, Money
Reducing cost is a driver for all automation efforts. Overall, our respondents said 
that they spend 25-30% of total contact center budget on technology, with agent 
development and training and hiring expenses making up a little over 30% of the 
remaining spend. Hiring and training supervisors and managers consumes about 17% 
of budget, regardless of the number of agents employed or the size of the overall 
budget, with the rest taken up by incentives for agents and supervisors. 

Contact centers with more than 100 seats rated technology improvements a higher 
priority than their peers, while those spending more than $1 million per year (about 60% 
of our respondents’ organizations) and those with more than 500 agent positions (about 
40%) were slightly more likely to prioritize cost savings as a top reason to invest in AI.

Those rankings stayed about the same when we asked where organizations are targeting 
current and planned AI investments.

What Else Is on Contact Center Leaders’ Minds?
Rounding out the top ten business priorities, respondents are looking to increase training 
effectiveness, improve employee engagement, improve or enhance decision-making 
capabilities, expand capacity (presumably without expanding payrolls), and improving 
security. Only 16% said they are prioritizing moving legacy, on-premises contact center 
systems into the cloud. 

That likely reflects the success of Contact Center as a Solution (CCaaS) platforms in 
displacing legacy systems over the last several years. That’s been in response to COVID,  
to an increasingly distributed workforce, and to an ongoing trend, especially in publicly 
traded enterprises, to shift the cost of running technology from a capital expenditure 
to an operational expenditure. (At the same time, according to Informa Tech’s Omdia 
industry analysis group, “reducing OpEx landed in third as a top business priority, with 
nearly 16% of respondents.”). 

Still, as AI drives up storage demands and computing requirements, the shrinking group 

of companies willing and able to host their own contact center technology will get even 
smaller. But that does not mean they can safely give up control over what data feeds 
these tools and who controls the models they feed. 

Compliance was at the bottom of the targets for AI enhancement, perhaps reflecting the 
mix of departments currently involved in assessing AI solutions and making investment 
decisions. Among our survey respondents, operations was the part of the organization  
most commonly identified as driving AI decision making (see our further analysis below), 
followed by contact center leadership and HR. Legal was dead last across the board. 

Compliance should become more of a priority as legislators and regulators rush to craft 
or adapt regulations around all aspects of AI. Any company selling AI-powered tools 
into the market should be able to discuss these issues in detail and in the context of 
specific contact center-related and broader organizational compliance risks.

When it comes to leveraging generative AI for customer 
experiences, it is important to walk before you run. Some 
organizations might have the time, money, and resources to create 
their own large language models, appropriate guardrails, and data 
curation strategies to handle publicly shared data. However, these 
technologically sophisticated companies are in the minority. Today, 
most small to midsize enterprises would be better off leveraging 
generative AI solutions that cull information from approved 
domain-specific knowledge found within their organization’s 
knowledge bases and customer conversations. 

- David Myron,  Omdia Market Landscape
Evolving  the Contact Center in 2023 and Beyond

https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM029649/2023-IT-Enterprise-Insights-Survey-Executive-Summary
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM029649/2023-IT-Enterprise-Insights-Survey-Executive-Summary
https://www.silverliningsinfo.com/ai/navigating-uncharted-waters-ai-regulation-and-its-implications
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM032630/Market-Landscape-Evolving-the-Contact-Center-in-2023-and-Beyond?vid=Tech&processId=53aeef74-d24e-47c2-9cbf-ce5605ce3ef6
https://omdia.tech.informa.com/OM032630/Market-Landscape-Evolving-the-Contact-Center-in-2023-and-Beyond?vid=Tech&processId=53aeef74-d24e-47c2-9cbf-ce5605ce3ef6
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There may be organizations that do not involve IT in assessing and directing investments 
in AI, but we aren’t aware of any. It’s safe to assume that 100% of organizations supporting 
contact centers include IT leadership and their teams in assessing advanced technology 
(IT service management platforms are a good example). That said, IT is often tasked with 
deploying technology that they do not have the final say in selecting, even though they 
will do the heavy lifting as it’s selected, deployed, and in place. 

Beyond IT and the executive team, operations is the group most frequently represented 
on the AI planning teams at our respondents’ organizations, followed by contact center/
CX, and finance.

Operations Contact Center/CX Finance HR Sales Marketing Legal

32%
33%

16%

9%

15%

17%

13%

18%

8%

10%

6%
5% 5% 5%

All respondents Dedicated team

We strongly recommend that contact center leadership in every organization push hard, 
now, to secure a seat at the AI decision-making table. Contact center people, process, 
and technology are already among the most deeply impacted by the possibilities and 
challenges of AI-powered tools. As AI-powered tools continue to proliferate, contact 
centers’ contributions to the success (and decision-making processes) of every other 
part of the organization will keep increasing. 

That means that contact center leaders must quickly develop a clear, business outcome-
focused understanding of AI. They, or an experienced member of their team, should be 
studying the issues raised by developments like ChatGPT and other highly publicized 
generative AI tools. They need to be prepared to explain to C-level decision makers how 
these and future AI-powered tools apply (or don’t) to specific contact center use cases 
and to detail and differentiate the various benefits and trade-offs involved in buying and 
applying them.

Which departments participate in assessing AI and deciding on investments?

Who is making decisions about ai 
in the contact center?
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Add to those considerations another critical AI success factor: tearing down siloes.  
Unless leaders from every department are actively involved in setting AI priorities and 
guiding deployment once investments are decided, siloed data will remain isolated and 
obscured. And, in the case of many contact centers, those dark data repositories are full 
of unstructured data, which is immensely valuable for feeding AI learning models and 
making decisions based on the insights and analysis that come out of those models. As 
contact center leaders know all too well, the volume of and poor accessibility to that 
data makes it incredibly hard to analyze and use for decision support without using AI-
powered tools.

Companies that have mustered or developed AI literacy think that 
the overall approachability of generative AI has improved senior 
management understanding, probably because they had trusted 
subordinates who could explain things. Where the in-house skills 
were limited, management fears ran rampant and impacted AI 
projects overall.

- Tom Nolle, Adover Intel

Data and data analysis drive ever-accelerating decision making in modern organizations. 
That’s a big part of its promised value. We asked where AI-enabled insights appear 
most valuable at this point in the market’s development. Most respondents hope to use 
the insights these tools can surface to power up unique customer experiences, listing 
improving personalization as their top expectation. That’s followed by staff development. 

Contact center leaders urgently seek to unlock insights currently obscured in masses of 
unstructured data. Regulatory and compliance issues are at the bottom in this category, 
as well. It is important to remember that many concerns that fall out of the top 10 choices 
we gave in our survey are nonetheless critical considerations for contact center planners 
to understand and address. 

Beyond IT and the executive team, operations is the group most frequently represented 
on the AI planning teams at our respondents’ organizations, followed by contact center/
CX, and finance.

What are your top expectations for insights enabled by AI in your contact center?
1. Improve personalization
2. Improve workforce management (staff development)
3. Unlock insights from unstructured customer data
4. Scale to be able to analyze more customer interactions
5. Decision intelligence/decision assistance
6. Improve decision making
7. Identify/optimize investments
8. Improve workforce management (forecasting)
9. Accelerate decision making
10. Meet regulatory or compliance requirements

What are contact centers’ 
goals for ai? 

https://andoverintel.com/2023/09/18/enterprises-are-taking-a-new-view-of-ai/
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When asked to prioritize customer experience initiatives, our respondents were 
more focused on helping agents directly, with real-time agent assistance atop the 
list. Here again, specific organizational imperatives will determine the order in which 
these improvements should and will be addressed. Contact center leaders need to 
understand that all of these target outcomes feed each other and cannot be ignored. 
The important decisions will be around how to prioritize and time the investments 
necessary to accomplish those goals.

What top customer experience initiatives do you hope to address using AI?
1. Real-time agent assistance
2. Proactive customer issue resolutions
3. Continuous improvement of customer-facing processes
4. Analyzing agent performance in real time
5. Auto summarization of customer interactions
6. Analyzing customer interactions in real time
7. Integrating critical systems to enable seamless information flow
8. Continuous improvement of customer-facing services/products
9. Enhancing personalization
10. Automating customer journey mapping

Once those priorities are agreed upon, contact center planners should ask vendors to 
explain how their tools will address their specific business challenges. That will provide 
insight into how closely a vendor has studied and understood a center’s unique people, 
process, and technology realities and how they add value to the organization. 

Alignment between contact center leaders and vendors on those questions is critical in 
determining how quickly and how well AI investments will pay off. 

Contact centers are also looking to add/enhance closely tied capabilities such as 
continuous analysis of agent performance and automatically capturing and summarizing 
customer interactions as they happen. Those improvements will help optimize returns 
on agents’ time and effort. If they are going to avoid spending significantly more to 
add agent seats and hire and train new agents to fill them, organizations need these 
investments to quickly enable agents to deliver improved customer experiences. 

The ability to recognize and resolve customer issues proactively, ideally before the 
customer is even aware of a problem, and support for continuous process improvement 
round out the top requirements cited by the ICMI community.

Proactivity and process retooling are both a great fit for AI-powered tools that operate on 
real-time data capture, pattern recognition, and massive processing power. That will allow 
contact centers to, for example, correlate changing volume, reason for contact, calendar, 
and other variables with observed and projected positive and negative outcomes.

One thing that all respondents put at the bottom of the priority list: establishing a C-suite 
role dedicated to implementing AI in customer experience. This may be because AI, 
like all contact center tools, is a means to reach the goal of improving CX, rather than a 
standalone function that warrants dedicated C-suite guidance.
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The accelerating technology shift is highlighted in responses to our question about 
current and planned contact center technology investments. Exactly half of the 22 
contact center technology types that our respondents plan to add near-term are AI-
powered. (Note that 12-18 months may soon be seen as a long-term planning horizon, 
given the pace of development in these tools.) Those eleven tools are all at the top of 
tech investment plans. 

Unsurprisingly, generative AI tops our respondents’ investment plans. In less than a 
year since OpenAI and its ChatGPT generative AI technology exploded into public 
consciousness, every week has brought a new development in the field and the market. 
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16%
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31%
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21%

32%
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16%

It will be some time before we understand the top applications for generative AI in the 
contact center, but those applications will impact almost every contact center process to 
some degree from now on.

In terms of real spending, however, most of the sought-after functionality enabled 
by generative AI, and other AI-powered tools, is going to be purchased as part of an 
integrated solution. They will be included in tech purchases, leases, and outsourcing 
solution contracts, whether or not contact center leaders are actually shopping for those 
features at the time of contract. 

AI is already integrated into a growing number of (most, soon all) contact center 
solutions and is ready to deliver advanced functionality through those platforms almost 
immediately. Now is the time for contact centers to examine exactly what they are already 
paying for. Ask your vendors where AI is already powering their tools and how that is 
being applied to your operations today. 

What are contact centers’ technology plans?

How is ai changing 
investment  plans?
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Good decisions about where to apply the power of AI will be critical to maximizing ROI 
on both existing and emerging contact center technology. As AI-powered functionality 
and capability are baked into platforms and CCaaS solutions, maximizing the return or 
minimizing the sunk costs of already-committed, pre-AI technology investments is going 
to be challenging but necessary. Poorly informed decisions will cost organizations heavily 
in time, money, and talent, setting them back as their peers and competitors ride the  
AI accelerator. 

Good decisions around investment in and application of AI-powered contact center 
platforms and associated data and analysis capabilities will help empower and engage 
contact center teams now and into the future.

Because of the challenges outdated technology creates for agents and customers, 

contact center leaders must address tech debt and new tech investment wisely and 
quickly. That requires building a fast but accurate catalog of the mission-critical processes 
supported by installed tech and how those processes and systems depend on and feed 
each other (note: this is not a list of installed software, hardware, and networks). 

Only when those organization-specific process value chains are understood and agreed 
upon will contact center planners be ready to ask vendors for thoughtful guidance on 
exactly how AI improves and expands the value created by their teams.

What Contact Centers Planners Need to Ask Their Teams – and 
Their Vendors
A few of the many questions contact center leaders should be asking right now:

•  How will AI investments most improve agent experience and their ability to do a 
great job?

•  Where will these tools enable immediate and ongoing value creation across customer 
experience and engagement by improving agent experience and their ability to do 
a great job?

•  What criteria will vendors use to design an AI-powered solution to address our specific 
priorities? 

•  Is the contact center already paying for AI-enabled capabilities that can be leveraged 
quickly to address goals and challenges?

•  How much new work and money is required to replicate and improve on the outcomes 
agents produce using existing tools? 

•  How much training is needed to maximize the value of the tools you are proposing we 
pay you for?

•  How will data produced by existing systems be identified, collected, cleaned up, fed 
into these tools, shared, and used?

•  Who owns the data that AI-powered systems collect and produce, including the 
learning models? Who decides what is done with that data and those models as they 
are refined and expanded? 

•  Are the costs of all of this included in vendors’ initial and ongoing investment estimates 
or does that come out of the contact center’s operating budget?

None of those questions can be answered accurately until contact center leadership 
and organizational decision makers agree on where their tech stack stands today, which 
desired outcome(s) are top priority, and how quickly they must be realized. 
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All CC Small CC (<100 FTE) Medium CC (100-499 FTE) Large CC (501-10k FTE) Very Large CC (>10k FTE)

22%
25%

30%

17%

22%
24%

20% 21%

30%

23%
26%

37%

42% 43% 43%

Changed positions but stayed

in the contact center

Left the companyLeft the contact center but

stayed with the company

But as organizations research, select and deploy AI-powered tools, what results are they 
pursuing? So far, the top application for AI investments has been identifying,hiring, and 
retaining quality employees, a major cost for all call centers, which deal with very high 
turnover rates.

But as organizations assess and rationalize their tech investments to eliminate duplication 
and improve financial and operational efficiencies, spending on point solutions will shift 
to increasingly powerful  (and more broadly applied) contact center platforms.

20%

30%

50%

How did turnover change overall from 2022 - 2023?

How did the size of the contact center affect overall turnover from 2022 - 2023?

What are your goals for 
ai in the contact center?

Source: ICMI, The State of the Contact Center in 2023

Source: ICMI, The State of the Contact Center in 2023
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Where have AI investments been made to date?

Quality of new hires

Improving sales effectiveness

Cost reduction/increased productivity

CX and EX optimization

KM (automated summary/classi cation)

Self service - Improved chatbots

Analytics

Decision support - Predictive NPS

Complaint management

Compliance

Customer satisfaction

Agent assist - real-time coaching

Agent assist - contextual knowledge

Intelligent routing

Quality management and agent development

Decision support - Root-cause analysis

Self service - Search and discovery

11%

10%

8%

8%

8%

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

2%

1%
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Important Lessons from Past AI Failures
CX leaders should think hard about the lessons they might take from understanding how 
some earlier-generation AI tools have failed to deliver desired outcomes. 

Where have those failures showed up? Primarily in the low-quality, high-friction 
experience they deliver to the employees and customers using them and in poor 
decisions based on inadequate, unfocused data and analysis capabilities.  Whether 
your customer is an applicant, a consumer, or internal/external business partner, a 
poor first interaction with your contact center and its technology creates a lasting, often 
unchangeable impression of your organization and its brand.

As AI-powered solutions are selected and developed, we recommend that C-level 
executive and contact center leadership teams experience and test those interactions 
personally before they are unleashed on customers. 

Even more critically, ask the folks who must wield these tools every day. As tools are as-
sessed, proposed, and deployed, ask for their impressions, unfilled needs, complaints, 
and suggestions. Otherwise, agents and customers perform QA after big investments 
are committed.

The customers probably just walk away, unhappy and uninterested in providing any 
insight into what isn’t working. Contact center teams are going to be frustrated and 
defeated, especially if you haven’t asked them for input and insight. You’ll need AI-
powered hiring, talent development, quality management, workforce management 
and planning, and many more tools to address the resulting attrition spike. 

Unleashing the Power of Real-Time Agent Assist
In addition to agent-focused experience management tools that help capture how 
employees feel about the tools and processes they use and how to improve them, 
leading AI-powered contact center solutions include tools that capture and analyze 
agent behaviors and assist them by making immediate suggestions for the next best 
action based on various aspects of an in-progress interaction, delivering knowledge 
articles, and capturing and summarizing what the agent and customer said and did in 
real time. Find out if those tools are already integrated into the tools your team already 
uses or if there is a firm roadmap to add them.

Those tools help hiring managers and learning and development (L&D) specialists 
within the contact center team and at the organizational level to better align prospective 
hires’ skills, personalities, and other characteristics with what’s required for agents to 
be successful in your specific contact center and in addressing the full spectrum of your 
customers’ issues.

They should also be helping contact center leadership to identify and share best 
practices for ongoing training and development (of both human employees and AI 
models) with new hires and promotions. Where insights can add value elsewhere across 
the organization, contact center leaders should share them and help their non-contact 
center counterparts understand how contact center solution data and analysis can be 
used to improve the services their teams deliver. 
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Looking forward, contact center investment plans support some optimism about changing 
priorities and who is making decisions about how to use these powerful tools. Improving 
the hiring process remains priority #1, which, as noted, makes sense given the very high 
turnover in contact centers, the cost of replacing and training even entry-level agents, and 
the critical importance of employee experience once they are on the job. 

For contact centers, the quality and fit of new hires ties directly to how new agents 
perceive the quality of the employee experience. Multiple independent studies over 
many years make it clear: organizations that invest in quality employee experience 
outperform their peers and the market as a whole.

Drilling Down: How Do Contact Center Tech Choices Help 
Improve Sales Effectiveness?
Improving sales effectiveness remains high on the list of targets for the ICMI community’s 
future AI investments, as well, and it’s important to recognize what our contact center 
respondents are looking to accomplish there.

Modern contact center platforms and solutions include powerful sales-enablement 
tools. But it is important to remember that, even outside of contact centers where agents 
have a direct sales or upsell responsibility, “improving sales effectiveness” covers many 
important sales-supporting priorities that modern contact center solutions are expected 
to address. Those include improving communications, capturing, analyzing, and 
sharing data and analysis, and helping to break down siloes between the contact center 
and the sales department.

For the reasons discussed throughout this analysis, data analytics, CX and EX 
optimization/improvement, and customer satisfaction all moved higher as priorities 
when we asked where AI investments will be focused over the next 12-18 months. 

We’ll keep saying it: Contact center leaders need to understand which of these 
capabilities are included in existing tech or in new solutions they are considering (and 
they likely are or soon will be included in essentially every contact center solution). They 
need to ask vendors which features will cost extra to turn on or upgrade over time. 

It is important to again emphasize that these tools will be integrated into many, if not 
all, future solution purchases and upgrades. Few, if any, contact center leaders will be 
writing RFPs for point solutions that address the specific, more granular capabilities 
represented above. 

The Top Challenge in Uncovering Data Insights Is the Data Itself
For AI (or any modern business tool) to unlock the value promised for the contact center, 
it needs data, data, and more data. Our respondents are well aware of the challenges 
they already face uncovering data insights, even before AI powers more operations. 

Respondents listed the number of data sources, the amount of data, and the variety of 
data types as their top three challenges to uncovering insights they can use to transform 
their operations. 

1. Number of data sources
2. Amount of data
3. Variety of data types
4. Quality of data
5. Siloed data 

Contact center tech vendors are building and refining AI-driven models that use the 
masses of contact center data their solutions capture and analyze to support specific use 
cases across the breadth of contact center applications. Many of those models are pre-
packaged and trained using proprietary repositories of data from vendors’ entire installed 
base, rather than operating exclusively on individual customers’ real-time interaction data. 

Using those ready-to-use data sets and the models they feed reduces complexity 
compared to deploying, training, and managing custom-built AI models. But it is 
important to keep in mind that some level of customization may be required to achieve, 
for example, advanced personalization capabilities, a top goal for contact centers serving 
more bespoke and high-touch brands. Those organizations should set up dedicated 
AI planning and implementation teams that can work with vendors and consultants to 
further refine these models.

Determining the quality of data, another top concern, requires contact centers to first 
identify and locate the right data, either before or while data hygiene and applicability 
are investigated. Finding data that has been piling up, segregated behind siloed 

Looking forward
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decision processes, often for decades, is a massive job for even small organizations. 
The sheer horsepower of AI systems makes them very good at these jobs, assuming 
effective and well-targeted guidance from leaders across all departments/functions and 
silo-busting mandates from the top.

Planners are understandably exhausted by the time they stop to consider what they 
marked as lower priority but still-critical, challenges.

1. Data security
2. Identifying relevant data
3. Velocity of decision making
4. Regulatory or compliance issues
5. Velocity of new data creation and capture

Like most transformational projects, the contact center is rightly concerned with 
addressing the people, policy, and technology issues that will determine the success 
of AI investments and implementations.

The Top Areas of Concern Around Using AI in the Contact Center
The customer-facing nature of contact centers is clear in our respondents’ top areas of 
concern around the expanding use of AI.

Our community worries about customer acceptance of AI-powered interactions (for 
example, interacting with AI-powered chatbots). If those interactions are not effective in 
solving customer issues and making them feel good about your brand, acceptance of AI 
will be an ongoing problem for contact centers. 

On the one hand, contact centers and vendors can only do so much to move the needle 
in terms of acceptance of AI. Customers’ (and contact center teams’) perception of AI is 
evolving just as quickly as the tech itself and news and opinions around the technology 
are confusing to many. 

In the specific case of contact centers, however, customer acceptance is something AI 
tools can actually help improve. AI tools, specifically generative AI-powered tools, are 
very good at the previously difficult-to-impossible tasks of listening to, analyzing, and 

Customer
acceptance

Lack of
expertise

Implementation
time and effort

Security and
ownership of

data

Ability to assess
accuracy and

bias

Retention of
staff once

trained in AI

Agent morale Regulatory and
compliance

Sources of data Lack of

organization

specific training

15%

13% 13%

11%

10% 10%

9% 9%

6%

4%

What are the primary areas of concern regarding AI in the contact center?
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making suggestions/taking actions during and after every single customer interaction. 
When those capabilities are closely aligned with a contact center’s unique business focus 
and service quality goals, these systems can quickly improve the overall level of customer 
experience and eliminate customers concerns (or even recognition) about whether they 
are interacting with a human or AI agent. 

Lack of expertise is a concern, along with related concerns around how much time and 
effort are going to be required to prepare for and implement AI-powered solutions. Other 
concerns – data security and ownership, assessing if AI-powered models are delivering 
accurate analysis, appropriate responses, and bias-free results, retaining and motivating 
agents as AI is introduced, and regulatory and compliance issues – carry about the same 
weight for our respondents. 

Retention of staff after training in AI is not a top concern for most of our respondents, but it 
rises all the way to concern #2 for contact centers employing more than 500 agents. That 
may be because contact centers with that many agents are typically attached to larger 
organizations with the resources to provide ongoing training. Other very large contact 
centers, including outsourcers, compete primarily on scale and pricing. Focus on tight 
margins often means that agents receive less training and have less chance of advancing 
internally if they do learn new skills. 

Workers who are trained in working effectively with AI-powered tools will clearly be more 
valuable to their current employers and to peers and competitors. Leveraging AI-powered 
training and coaching capabilities will allow larger centers to deliver better training without 
exploding training and development budgets. That’s critical because no contact center 
will succeed without training supervisors and managers to effectively leverage AI-enabled 
teams and training agents to work effectively with purpose-built AI tools. Confidence 
about using these tools will improve employees’ engagement and job satisfaction, helping 

reduce turnover among newly skilled agents. The communication and collaboration 
capabilities built into AI-powered contact center solutions are additional, powerful, tools 
for organizations committed to hanging on to newly skilled teams.

Of course, keeping agents onboard once trained will also depend on cultural and other 
factors outside of the scope of contact center technology. 

Do Contact Center AI Models Need Highly Specific Data?
Contrary to our expectations, our respondents were not very concerned about a lack of 
industry- or organization-specific training data. We expect that to quickly become more 
important to the contact center community. Based on our conversations across multiple 
verticals, more mature organizations already recognize how much the immediate and 
long-term value of AI models depends on access to industry, company, and contact 
center-specific data sets.

While the vast corpus of data underlying these models is incredibly powerful (and unique 
to each and every vendor’s value proposition), contact center- and organization-specific 
data  needs to be part of the mix to maximize that value. Ask vendors to explain what data 
they are leveraging to build and evolve their AI models and the benefits and limitations of 
their chosen data sets and methods. 

Concerns around data ownership, control, and security also need to be elevated, given the 
potential scale of exposure as the amount, value, and sensitivity of data used in training models 
continues growing at exponential rates. Recent regulatory work in the EU, U.S., Canada and 
elsewhere will determine much of what contact centers and their parent organizations must 
do to address these concerns but, here again, each contact center’s business is unique, as are 
the needs and requirements of their specific customers.

https://www.wiz.io/blog/38-terabytes-of-private-data-accidentally-exposed-by-microsoft-ai-researchers
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Artificial intelligence technology has been making steady inroads into the contact 
center for close to a decade, most commonly in the form of interactive voice response 
systems and chatbots. Outside of those relatively primitive early applications, however, 
AI-powered tools were typically used by specialists performing data analytics or, less 
commonly, by contact center managers making volume and staffing forecasts. While 
critical to workforce optimization and the contact center’s ability to handle contact 
volume, those earlier tools did not always have an immediate impact on agents’ day-to-
day work processes. 

Today, it’s urgently important to include input from contact center teams as AI strategies 
come together. No one better understands the unique value delivered by contact center 
agents and tools as they interact with customers and business partners. Those teams will 
be even more deeply impacted as these tools evolve and multiply at incredible speed. 
The challenge now is to assess and prioritize how AI can help contact center agents, 
managers, and directors deliver maximum value to all of their stakeholders. 

This report provides a snapshot of how contact center professionals in the ICMI 
community understand the challenges and opportunities of AI today and how they 
hope to use these powerful tools to improve the customer and agent experience going 
forward. The results of our survey make it clear that, while there are some relatively minor 
differences across different sizes of contact centers, contact center leaders share many 
of the same expectations and concerns.

Organizations are looking to these tools to take over some of the work that has been 
handled by agents since the first customer called with their first complaint or question. 
The implications go far beyond enabling cost savings as AI drives seismic changes in 
how contact centers recruit, train, retain, and apply the skills of their workforces. 

AI is being embedded deeply into every tool and process agents depend upon to learn 
and succeed at their jobs and, in many cases, is making suggestions and delivering 

knowledge management resources to those agents in real time. They’re being used 
to design and deliver evaluation and training programs, including determining how 
agents are trained to use AI effectively. And they’re raising complex and highly sensitive 
questions around what data is used to train AI-powered tools, who owns that data, how 
it will be used to deliver services to customers, and how it will be protected.

The organizations that do the very hard work required to understand and answer those 
questions are likely to outpace their peers in the short term and thrive in the long term. 
Those that delay the necessary investments of time, executive attention, and money will 
find it difficult to deliver the quality of service their customers expect and are unlikely to 
survive. 

How AI is used in contact centers is changing at incredible speed. Those changes 
require contact center leaders to understand how these tools can help optimize agent 
experience, in addition to optimizing productivity and costs. Our research for this and 
many other reports makes it clear that excellent customer experiences – and all the 
attendant reputation, loyalty, and revenue benefits those experiences unlock – are the 
result of appropriate and well-timed investments in agent experience. 

From this point forward, a majority of those investments will be focused on understanding, 
selecting, and managing AI-enabled capabilities. Otherwise, when customer service 
suffers because technology isn’t fit for contact center-specific purpose, whole 
organizations are going to lose competitive ground, some of them losing it forever. 

A snapshot taken as ai explodes 
into the contact center
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We are all striving to be better. Whether it’s being better people, better leaders, or better organizations, improvement and advancement is at the heart 
of our daily intentions.

For the contact center, this mission of constant improvement is fundamental to every interaction. We need to meet the expectations of our customers in 
ways that improve their satisfaction and brand loyalty. We need to improve employee engagement as we build their skills, knowledge, and experience 
in ways that grow their own loyalty and improve retention. We need to improve our organization’s operational efficiencies in ways that drive revenue 
and improve the bottom line.

No one understands the contact center’s focus on improvement like ICMI does. We champion contact centers and their people, and our mission is to 
make both better every day. Through training, consulting, content and events, we unite the community and empower contact centers to serve their 
customers better, engage their employees more, and improve the customer experience.

ICMI is part of Informa PLC, a leading B2B services group and the largest B2B events organizer in the world. To learn more and for the latest news and 
information, visit ICMI.com and tech.informa.com. 

NICE (Nasdaq: NICE) is the world’s leading provider of both cloud and on-premises enterprise software solutions that empower organizations 
to make smarter decisions based on advanced analytics of structured and unstructured data. NICE helps organizations of all sizes deliver better 
customer service, ensure compliance, combat fraud and safeguard citizens. Over 25,000 organizations in more than 150 countries, including over 85 
of the Fortune 100 companies, are using NICE solutions. Learn more at www.nice.com. 

http://ICMI.com
http://tech.informa.com
http://www.nice.com

